
Equity issuance 

2020 highlights and the  
top market trends for 2021
A record breaking year for equity issuance

The Equity New Issuance Market had an unprecedented year in 2020, pricing a record 1,500 deals 
that raised a combined $508.8B in proceeds, far surpassing the last record of 1,188 deals in 2013.

IPOs
 ‒ 460 deals with  

$161.6B inproceeds

 ‒ Surpassed the previous 
record of 295 IPOs  
in 2007

Follow-Ons
 ‒ 858 deals with  

$243.7B in proceeds

 ‒ Most deals dating back 
to at least 2001

CVTs
 ‒ 182 deals with  

$103.6B in proceeds

 ‒ Highest proceeds  
raised dating back to  
at least 2001

It was the year of the SPAC as issuance rose 
significantly year-over-year from 57 executed 
in 2019, an indication of a possible shift in the 
way companies go public in the future. The four 
largest SPAC issuers since 2001 priced in 2020, 
led by Bill Ackman’s Pershing Square Tontine 
Holdings, Ltd’s $4.0B offering in July.

Overall, Healthcare was the most active sector, 
pricing 574 total deals for $116.2B in total 
proceeds, a near 40% uptick in issuance from 
2019, as companies worked to find therapeutics 
and a vaccine for Covid-19. For example, 
Regeneron Pharmaceuticals and Moderna 
issued two of the top Follow-On offerings from 
the sector in Q2.

Four key market trends to follow 
in 2021:
1. Virtual Marketing Shift – Following the global 

shutdowns and travel restrictions in 2020, the 
entire industry pivoted to remote working 
conditions, which led to the advent of virtual 
roadshows. Average roadshows were cut from 
10-14 days to 3-5 days, allowing for more deals 
and more capital to hit the market which was 
proven by surges in volume in the months of 
August and December up by 143% and 128%, 
respectively in comparison to 2019.

2. SPAC Issuance – As companies look for 
different pathways to accelerate their IPO 
process, the SPAC phenomena has potential 
to continue in 2021. There are currently over 
90 SPACS filed to go public, highlighted by 
Spinning Eagle Acquisition Corp., which is 
seeking to raise $1.5B in proceeds.

3. Direct Listings – In addition to SPACs, 
we observed companies deviating from 
traditional execution to garner more control 
and promote fair and efficient pricing. 
For example, Palantir Technologies and 
Asana went public via Direct listings, while 
Unity Software, Airbnb, and DoorDashused 
modified Dutch Auctions. U.S. Regulators 
recently approved the ability to raise "new" 
capital viaDirect Listings, which can surely 
usher in more deals of this kind.

4. Buyside Connectivity – The conditions of 
2020 have also spurred greater demand for 
autonomy and automation throughout the deal 
management process from the buyside, which 
is believed to continue into2021 and beyond. 
IHS Markit is perfectly positioned to offer new, 
innovative solutions to address these changing 
dynamics.
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